
My Favorite 
Number Project



What number do I choose?
Watch video https://share.vidyard.com/watch/1341HCs6qk93jfT3up7dNs?

Choose your favorite number.

The number must be a 2 digit number, so can be any number 10 - 99.

I will be using the number 100 for an example.

The first thing you need to do is collect information. Keep reading to see my 
information.



Presentation Must Include
The next group of slides are things that you must have in your project.



Even or Odd
Is your number even or odd?  It is even if it can be put into 2 groups evenly.

100 is even.  Each group would have 50.



Factors
Factors are the numbers that can be divided into your number. They can be 
multiplied to make your number..

100

1 x 100        2 x 50        4 x 25           5 x 20         10 x 10

Factors are

1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 , 100



Multiples
Multiples are numbers you get when you multiply your number by a number.

Multiples of 100 are..

100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000



Prime or Composite
Prime numbers only have 1 and itself for factors.  Composite all other numbers.

3 and 7 are prime because their factors are only 1 x 3 and 1 x 7.

9 is composite because its factors are 1 x 9 and 3 x 3

100 is composite because it has a lot of factors.

101 is prime because its factors are only 101 x 1



Square or Not Square
Is your number a square?  That means that there is a number multiplied by itself 
will equal your number.

9 is square because 3 x3 = 9

100 is square because 10 x 10 = 100

121 is square because 11 x 11 = 121



Must Include List
1. Odd/even
2. Factors
3. Multiples
4. Prime/composite
5. Square/not square



Connections to the World



Connections to the World
How does your number relate to the real world?  How many different ways can you find.  Challenge 
yourself to dig deep! 

I had a lot of fun doing this part.  I kept wanting to learn more.  You will need Kiddle for this. My searches 
looked like this..

100 100 in history why is the number 100 important

the number 100

who wore the number 100

This only started my search. I would find some information and then dig deeper and ask more questions.

Read on to see what I found out.



Real World Connections to 100
There are 100 cents in one dollar.

There are 100 yards in a football field.

There are 100 years in a century.

The Roman Number for 100 is C



Connections to Sports



Football
There are 100 yards in a football field.

Only one college player ever wore the number 100.  It was in football.  Chuck 
Kinder wore number 100 in 1963.  He was a punter/kicker. 



100 Meter Dash
The 100 meter dash is the shortest outdoor running distance. The winner is the 
unofficial fastest man/woman on earth.  Usain Bolt of Jamaica is the men’s title 
holder.  In the Berlin World Championships in 2009, he ran a still record holder of 
9.58 seconds.

The fastest woman in the world is the United States Florence Griffith-Joyner.  She 
ran 10.49 seconds on July 16, 1988.  It still has not been broken.



100 Meter Swimming
In an Olympic sized pool, 100 meters is up, turn and then back.  Michael Phelps is 
considered the greatest swimmer of all time. He swam the 100meter butterfly in 
50.58 seconds.  

The greatest women’s swimmer is Katie Ledecky.  She did not swim the 100 
meters.



I have collected my information, now what?
You job now is to figure out how to present this.  You can do a Google Slide, a 
Google Doc, a poster or any other creative way you can think of.

You will present to the class on either Flipgrid by Friday.

The Flipgrid will go live on Thursday. https://flipgrid.com/f5a67d7a

 You can share your screen on Flipgrid by clicking on the three buttons next to the 
video camera.  

https://flipgrid.com/f5a67d7a

